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“The game works seamlessly across
platforms – one game and one vision,”
said Jeff Ballard, Senior producer, Sports
Interactive. “We’ve used the player data
and motion captured gameplay from 22
real-life players for the first time ever in a
FIFA title, and it’s opening up a brand new
way of thinking about the game.”
Seamless gameplay from all platforms
Everyone can enjoy the benefits of the
HyperMotion Technology by playing the
game on any platform and across any
device that supports Google Play.
According to FIFA Interactive Director
Carsten Haab: “At a deeper level, what
this means is a new platform that actually
drives the way the game behaves. And
really, that’s what makes it a new
platform altogether. This is the first time
that we were able to transform the way
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the game plays.” The camera work used
in the motion capture data is able to
provide a fully immersive view of the
game. “For us, it was important to get a
feeling of how immersive the cameras
would be and how they would feel in the
player’s hands,” said Ballard. “What
you’re seeing on screen is what the
player would see out there in the world.”
Motion capture data from 22 real-life
players, from a fully loaded game in
motion on a high-end gaming system,
from a mobile phone and from an Xbox
One. For the first time, the team was able
to capture and analyze every aspect of
movement on the pitch. “The data we
collected was the most detailed we’d
seen so far. Every player was tracked in
motion capture suits,” said Haab. “And
what you see in play, you would see in
the data in-game.” Adidas FIFA Elite
Collection cleats Adidas has produced a
range of Elite Cleats for players to play
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the game on. The new FIFA Elite
Collection, designed to enhance player
skill, includes a variety of cleats for
different types of play. “We wanted to get
as close to what players experience with
the real thing,” said Kevin Miehl, Head of
Global Brands. “Because when you play
the game, you play on a level that’s very
technical and deep. And we’re bringing
that to the platforms.”

Features Key:

Real Player Motion. The highly realistic and physical play in FIFA 22 is complemented by a
new state-of-the-art player-model animation system and advanced gameplay targeting to
allow players to impact the ball in more unique, fun and artistic ways. The Real Player Motion
also incorporates tools to realistically see players’ bodies on the ball when you’re playing
through camera cutaways. Players will also be able to unlock lots of new moves, including
brand new kicks.
FIFA Ultimate Team. Now the engine powering all modes in the game, FIFA Ultimate Team
offers team makeovers, customisation and advancement of 53 clubs through their respective
league competitions. On match days you’ll use Head-To-Head match-ups to battle against
similarly ranked players to increase your overall team rating by completing matches to earn
cards and ratings. With the FIFA store’s Ultimate Team leaderboard integration, you’ll get a
bird’s eye view of your friends' earnings and customise your team and Arena kit around their
achievements. And with an enhanced stash feature you’ll have more space to save up for big
sums of cash with all-new packs, which have been carefully crafted to allow you to buy a
diverse range of items including new player faces, rare balls, kits, training regiments and
more.
Hyper-Realistic Player Animation - Enhanced Player Model Graphics. The previously
deactivated player models, effects, atmospheric and particle effects have been reopened and
run on six times the number of objects on a new high-resolution global player model.
Game Mechanics – New game mechanics like Skill Shots, Penalty Kicks, Game Actions, Plan
B, Quick Retakes, Touchline Jumps, and Zone Shielding.
HD Glass Cut-away Camera  – Smarter gameplay camera movements.
FIFA Beach Soccer  – Officially licensed gameplay on a beach setting.
Kit Deals – Tom Hanks voice-over and behind-the-scenes content, behind-the-scenes looks
at Tom Hanks featuring his ultimate new player agent.
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Over 500 New Faces – With over 180+ features, over 500 new faces representing the
world’s most talented players, all with unique attributes. The 
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FIFA is the biggest and most popular
sports game in the world. It's the
videogame that millions of players
can't live without. FIFA is the biggest
and most popular sports game in the
world. It's the videogame that millions
of players can't live without. Guide the
star studded cast of 22 official real-
world teams through the most
authentic soccer experience on 360 or
PS3. You control the direction of every
move, tackle and pass. It's the most
realistic football experience on any
console. FIFA is the most complete
football game available. With every
team in the world, every stadium and
every mode it's what football fans
want and what players will be
competing with on the pitch. FIFA is
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the most complete football game
available. With every team in the
world, every stadium and every mode
it's what football fans want and what
players will be competing with on the
pitch. FIFA takes the joy of being a
football fan to a whole new level.
Featuring advanced playmaker
controls, on-the-ball intuition, and a
variety of new movement controls,
FIFA is the ideal game for football
lovers. FIFA takes the joy of being a
football fan to a whole new level.
Featuring advanced playmaker
controls, on-the-ball intuition, and a
variety of new movement controls,
FIFA is the ideal game for football
lovers. FIFA is the most realistic
videogame experience on the market
today. Master the game as you choose
from 50 authentic player faces, more
than any other football game on the
market. FIFA is the most realistic
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videogame experience on the market
today. Master the game as you choose
from 50 authentic player faces, more
than any other football game on the
market. The game's innovative AI will
pit you against the very best on your
favorite clubs. Take control of your
favorite club against the likes of FC
Barcelona or AC Milan. The game's
innovative AI will pit you against the
very best on your favorite clubs. Take
control of your favorite club against
the likes of FC Barcelona or AC Milan.
Top Features Powered by Football The
biggest and most complete football
simulation available. Play every official
team in the world. More than 60
official stadiums. 80 game modes.
Enjoy FUT Drafts and FUT Skills
Challenges. FIFA is the most complete
football game available. With every
team in the world, every stadium and
every mode it's what football
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Choose from a roster of more than 25
authentic clubs and lead your team to
glory. Manage your team in season-long
leagues where every decision counts.
What about getting new players or even
old stars back on your roster? Make
transfers, build your Ultimate Team, and
engage in FIFA Ultimate Team Gameday.
Experience the thrill of trading and
transferring with your squad members,
plus enjoy playing solo games to
dominate your opponents with FIFA
Ultimate Team Seasons and cups
FUT:World Cup – Get the World Cup
tournament started faster with the
addition of the FIFA World Cup mode into
Ultimate Team. Use the new squad card
on the pitch to build and place your squad
on the pitch, then unleash your moves for
an emotional charge at the FIFA World
Cup. This new mode will deliver gameplay
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innovations that accelerate your progress
through the world’s greatest sporting
event. PES 2017: Pro Evolution Soccer
Two new players can be joined to the
growing roster of main characters with
players signed up to PES 2017, with the
likes of Jonathan dos Santos, Roberto
Firmino, and Marko Marin all having
reported to the Spanish giants in their
World Cup campaigns this summer. The
updated game features new techniques
and play styles, and adjustments to key
areas such as ball control, defensive
tactics, and passing have been
introduced to gameplay. A completely
new license fee structure has been
included, with the standard edition
including a subscription fee of £49.99,
which has been reduced to £39.99 for the
first six months. FIFA 18 A new England
manager, a new type of player, and a new
setting for the new England manager:
FIFA 18. Having spent just over half of his
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time in charge in stifling heat, England’s
Roy Hodgson was replaced in June 2017
by Gareth Southgate. The game features
new cover athlete, a new England
goalkeeper, and a new England kit… and,
of course, new goals and new stadiums.
England’s most recent win over Sweden
was the last time they played at
Wembley. It is a venue they have never
won at during their national-team career.
This year, a new mascot comes to the
player box – John Mooney, the Clubs
mascot, arrives on the pitch and will
mingle with the players in a new way.
“England’s ambivalence in the last World
Cup almost made a mockery of the
tournament,” says Joe Schmidt, manager
of the New Zealand
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FIFA (Fédération Internationale de
Football Association) is the world’s largest
sports governing body and one of the
most successful sports video games. FIFA
is a series of video games developed by
EA Canada and published by Electronic
Arts. It is also known as FIFA, FIFA: The
Game and FIFA Soccer. Since its early
release in September 1992, the FIFA
series has been released on several
platforms, such as PC, PlayStation, Sega
Saturn, Dreamcast, Game Boy, Nintendo
DS, Nintendo GameCube, Nintendo Wii,
and Microsoft Windows. It has also been
ported to numerous other platforms,
including arcade hardware, mobile
phones, and various consoles. FIFA was
the first video game to sell over 3 million
copies, and as of 2008 has sold more
than 75 million units worldwide. FIFA,
EA’s flagship game franchise, publishes
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and develops titles across almost every
conceivable platform, from mobile to
console. By generating multiple
platforms, FIFA is one of the leading
sports brands in the world. FIFA video
games have been recognized with many
awards. The video game has sold more
than 75 million copies, and is the
bestselling game in United Kingdom
history, as well as fourth bestselling game
on consoles. EA started development of
the original FIFA in 1989 by former PhysX
software engineer Davide Federico. The
first version was released in 1992.
Gameplay Gameplay in the FIFA franchise
spans the spectrum, from simple football
games like FIFA 12, to championship
teams like FIFA 16, to the complete
simulation of a football match, such as
FIFA Ultimate Team. However, the
common and most popular aspect of the
game is that it is a simulation of football,
and that it’s divided by seasons: the
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season of FIFA 10 was Football mode,
while the season of FIFA 11 was Pro
Evolution Soccer, and the season of FIFA
12 was Soccer mode. The game has gone
through several changes in gameplay
since its introduction, from the user
interface, to the addition of TV cameras
that follow the ball, to the addition of
GPS. They have been complemented by
improvements in artificial intelligence, as
well as a more sophisticated use of
physics. Since FIFA 13, a number of
gameplay elements and features, such as
Player Trajectory, have received updates
to be more accurate and engaging. FIFA
Gameplay Rules Goalkeepers are allowed
to play the ball if they have a free hand.
The offside line is determined by whether
the attacker
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System Requirements:

Minimum: OS: Microsoft Windows 10
Version 1607 or later Processor: Intel
i5/i3/i7 compatible (4.0 GHz) Memory: 8
GB RAM Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce GTX
970 or AMD Radeon R9 290 equivalent
DirectX: Version 11 Network: Broadband
Internet connection Storage: 20 GB
available space Additional Notes: Runs on
Windows 10. Runs on Windows 10. Must
have DirectX 11 installed. Runs on
Windows 10. Must
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